
eZ1 is digital made easy

Maximum Portability
 Disconnects effortlessly for quick transfer to another operatory.

 Provides seamless integration in modern dental practices thanks to the "plug & play" USB2 connection.

 Features a super lightweight camera handpiece (50 grams only) and extremely reduced cabling.

Always

Ready to Use
 Activation controlled automatically

from the camera holster.

 Just where you need it: Gendex eZ1 can

be mounted almost everywhere.

 No need of any software interaction when VixWin

is used.

 Innovative "Soft Touch" control area to freeze and

capture images eliminates the need for a footswitch.

Latest Technologies
 State-of-the-art 8 LEDs lighting system

 High Speed USB2 digital connection

 Always-active software interface

 Autofocus adjustment

The new easy way to investigate, document, communicate and connect
Gendex, loyal to its long tradition of providing the dentist with state-of-the-art imaging
equipments, proudly presents its brand new intraoral videocamera Gendex eZ1.
Gendex eZ1 combines the latest video technologies to provide you with an
exceptional tool for patient education, case acceptance, and improved patient
communication. Gendex eZ1 is the new easy and affordable way to investigate,
document, communicate and connect with your patients.

Intraoral Cameras

eZ1



Technical data eZ1 Intraoral Cameras
Handpiece
Angle of View 82°
Depth of field 10 to 50 mm
Pixel matrix 752 x 582 PAL
Sensitivity 57 lux
Adjustment Automatic
Image Non-inverted
Lighting 8 LEDs
Memory Docking Station
Dimensions 163.0 x 95.0 x 39.0 mm
Image memory 1 to 4
Power Consumption 16 VA
1 YC S-Video Output (1 Vcc and 0.3 Vcc/75) PAL
Camera cable length 2.5m (5m optional)
Power Supply 100V - 240V; 50Hz - 60 Hz
USB2 Adapter
Dimensions (mm) 111.0 x 51.0 x 22.0
USB2 cable length 1270 mm
Camera cable length 2.5 m
Recommended Computer Requirements for eZ1 USB2
Operating System Microsoft Windows 2000 or XP PRO
Processor 1.3+ GHz
RAM 128+ MB
Hard disk 20+ GB
Display setting 1024x768 at 32bit true color
Video memory 32+ MB
Monitor SVGA with 0.25 mm/0.26mm dot pitch
Drivers Microsoft DirectX9.0b or higher
Ports USB 2.0

Intraoral Cameras

Choose the Gendex eZ1 if you:
Are seeking a simple, easy to use intraoral camera
Intend to use the camera for quick overviews of oral health
Intend to use the camera for patient education and case acceptance
Require the common USB2 interface for digital use
Want a light-weight camera with small docking station

Choose the AcuCam Concept IV if you:
Are seeking a more sophisticated intraoral and extra-oral camera
Are seeking the most advanced image quality from a camera repeatedly rated #1
Intend to use the perfect color matched image and powerful 85x macro view to examine clinical dental anatomy
Intend to store the images and observe clinical changes in dental anatomy over time
Require uncompromised digital streaming through a Firewire connection, the defac to standard
for ultimate image quality

 Data subject to variation without any prior notice - © Copyright Gendex Dental Systems - October 2005

Which Gendex camera is right for your practice?
The Gendex eZ1 and the AcuCam Concept IV camera systems both share a number of common features.
Both cameras are easy to use, available in digital or analog configurations, and ideal for patient education and
motivation. Every practice has different needs.  Therefore, we advise you to carefully choose the best Gendex
camera for integration into your practice.

Gendex and AcuCam are registred trademarks of Gendex Corporation.
Microsoft, Windows 2000, Windows XP PRO
are registred trademarks of Microsoft Corporation.
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